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FLUXX
This Mensa Select 
Award-Winning game is 
taking over the world! There are 
now over a half-million copies 
of this rule changing card game 
in play. Fans keep coming back 
because it’s always fun and 
interesting. The card back for 
each version of Fluxx is identical. 
Players can mix and match from 
their favorite decks to create 
even more fun. 

                 ZOMBIE FLUXX
 Open a box and enter the dark side of the award-winning  
 card game Fluxx. Crank up the fun as you face a rampage 

of brain-eating, shuffling Zombies in the form of Creeper 
cards. Their rigor-mortis-like movements will keep you 
from winning until you outsmart them. Grab a Chainsaw or 
Shotgun from the deck and cause your own rampage to 
win…if you can. Zombie Fluxx is the winner of the Origins
        Award for Best Card Game of 2007! Huge fun in 

           a compact package.

MONTY PYTHON FLUXX
And now for a hilarious new way to have 
fun – Fluxx has joined the merry knights from 
Monty Python and the Holy Grail. You can help 
King Arthur and his Knights find the Holy Grail, 
or bring a shrubbery to the Knights who say Ni. 
Lob the Holy Hand Grenade at the Killer Rabbit. 
But do it quick before the goal changes again. 
It’s sure to become your top-selling geek game.

 TREEHOUSE
 Winner of the Origins Award for the Best Board Game of 2006. Treehouse is   
 an ingenious little game where players face-off with 15 nesting and stacking 
 colorful pyramids. This abstract strategy game is interesting enough to keep 
 adults challenged yet visually intuitive enough to be played by 5-year olds. 

Each game lasts only 5-10 minutes, but you’ll want to stack them 
again and again each time someone wins. Choose from 2 color sets: 

Rainbow (red, green, yellow, blue, and black). Xeno (purple, 
orange, clear, cyan, and white.) 
You can stack a lot of games with 

our 6 ½” x 1” packaging. Perfect 
  for pegboard displays too!

PINK TREEHOUSE
In this exciting new edition of Treehouse, the pyramids are 
pink. It’s the same award-winning game now packaged in 
our portable-sized 3.75” x 5” card game box. Every 6 games 
come in an eye-catching countertop display. Five percent 
of all proceeds will be donated to the fight against breast 
cancer. Play to win now has a whole new meaning!

Our Mission is to Create Fun!Our Mission is to Create Fun!
Create the perfect impulse buy with our ready made

3.8" x 7" x 8" counter displays and compact 3.75" x 5" boxes!


